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Name: ________________________________________________Date: _______________________Hour: ___________



Unit 7: Probability Review Key 1. If you roll a dice 6 times, are you guaranteed to roll a 6? Use the words “theoretical probability” in your explanation. No, you are not guaranteed to roll a 6. The theoretical probability tells you that you will roll a 6 one out of six times (because there are 6 options and one of them is a 6) but that doesn’t mean you will. It just means that if I rolled the die many many many times then about 1 out of 6 times the dice will roll a 6. It is still possible to roll the dice one billion times and not get a 6.



2. You have five shirts in your closet: 2 red ones, 2 blue ones, and 1 striped one. If you reach into your closet and randomly pull out one shirt, then reach in and pull out a second shirt without replacing the first, what are all the possible outcomes? List all of the options. R1=the first red shirt R2=the second red shirt, etc. B=Blue, S=Striped B1R1 R2R1 R1R2 B2R1 SR1 B1R2 R2B1 R1B1 B2R2 SR2 R1B2



R2B2



B1B2



B2B1



SB1



R1S



R2S



B1S



B2S



SB2



3. What is the probability that… a. …you get at least one red shirt? Circle all the ones with one red shirt. 14 of the options have at least one red shirt, and there are 20 options total, so the probability is 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠



=



14 20



=



7 10



.



b. …one of your two shirts is a striped one? Circle all the ones with a striped shirt. 8 of the options have a striped shirt, and there are 20 options total, so the probability is



𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠



=



8 20



2



= . 5



c. …both of your shirts are the same color? Circle all the ones with both shirts the same color. 4 of the options have a striped shirt, and there are 20 options total, so the probability is



𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠



=



4 20



1



= . 5



4. You roll a six-sided die 60 times. The table shows the results. For which number is the experimental probability of rolling the number the same as the theoretical probability? Explain how you know. The theoretical probability is:



𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠



. We are rolling a 6-



sided die so there are 6 possible outcomes and rolling each number is 1 desired outcome out of 6, so the theoretical probability of 1



rolling each number in 6 rolls is . Since we are rolling 60 times, not 6



6 times, we need to multiply our results by 10, which would mean that in 60 rolls 10 of them would be a specific number. The 4 was rolled 10 times, in the experiment, so that experimental probability matched the theoretical.



Name: ________________________________________________Date: _______________________Hour: ___________ 5. You randomly select three cards from a standard deck of 52 playing cards. Are you more likely to get all three cards heart cards if you replace each card before selecting the next card, or if you do not replace each card before selecting the next card? Explain the difference. Probability is



𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠



. There are 52 cards in the deck, so there are 52 possible outcomes. There are Ace-king hearts, so there are 13 heart cards



in a 52 card deck. The probability of picking a heart is would be



13 13 13



∙



∙



13



13



52



52



. So if we replaced the card every time then our probability would stay



on each draw, so it



=0.016.



52 52 52



If we are not replacing the card then our probability each time goes down one. It would be 13/52 on the first draw, but then after we have drawn one of the hearts there will only be 12 hearts left and only 51 cards left so it would be 11



12



11



13 12



51



51



51 51



. The last draw would be



. So the total probability would be



∙



∙



=0.013. That number is slightly smaller so it’s slightly less likely to draw three hearts without replacement.



50



6. You survey 180 males and 171 females at Grand Central Station in New York City. Of those, 151 males and 132 females wash their hands after using the public rest rooms. Organize these results in a two-way table. Then find and the joint and marginal relative frequencies. Wash Hands



Gender



The bold numbers were given. We found the rest of the numbers using subtraction and addition.



Yes



No



Total



Male



151



29



180



Female



132



39



171



Total



283



68



351



No



Total



Male



.43



.08



.51



Female



.38



.11



.49



Total



.81



.19



1



7. A research group surveys parents and coaches of high school students about whether competitive sports are important in school. The two-way table shows the results of the survey. a. What does 456 represent? It is the number of coaches that said yes. It is the total number of parents surveyed.



c. What does 1501 represent? It is the total number of people surveyed.



male no’s female yes’s, and female no’s). The marginal frequencies relative frequencies of everything. Since there were 351 total



Yes



b. What does 1000 represent?



The joint frequencies are the inside of the table (the male yes’s, are the frequencies in the margins. So we need to find the



Wash Hands



Gender



The relative frequencies are the percents of the frequencies.



people surveyed, we just divide every number in the table by 351.  Relative Frequencies



Name: ________________________________________________Date: _______________________Hour: ___________ 8. Which of the questions below is asking something different than the other questions? Circle the one that is different and then explain how you know.



The intersection of A and B means all the things that are in both A and B. That’s what the second question is saying as well and also the last question is asking for the same thing. All three of those questions are looking for this part: The union of A and B means everything that is in A and B. That’s the one that is different. It’s looking for this part:



9. A survey of 525 people was conducted to determine whether they have brothers and sisters.  The results showed that 24% of the people surveyed do not have a sister and 68% of the people surveyed have a brother.  The results also showed that 93 of the people surveyed do not have a sister or a brother. Complete the two-way frequency table and show the results of the survey. We were told that 93 of the people surveyed do not have a sister or



Brother



Sister



a brother, so we can put that 93in the box that represents no



Have a Brother



Do Not Have a Brother



Total



Have a Sister Do Not Have a Sister



324



75



399



33



93



126



That tells us that 93 out of the 126 without a sister do not have a



Total



357



168



525



brother. 126-93=33, so that goes in the box of people without a



brother and no sister. 24% of the people surveyed do not have a sister. 24% of the total is . 24 ∙ 525=126, so 126 people go in the square of people that do not have a sister. brother, so the difference there must be the people who have a



sister but with a brother. If there are 525 total people and 126 of them do not have a sister, then the rest of them must have a sister. 525-126=399, so that goes in the box of people that have sisters. 68% of the people surveyed have a brother so . 68 ∙ 525 = 357 so 357 people have a brother. If there are 525 total people and 357 of them have a brother, so the rest must not have a brother. 525-357=168, so that goes in that box. 93 of 168 do not have a brother but have a sister, so the rest must have a sister. 168-93=75. Of 399 people have a sister and 75 of them do not have a brother, then the rest must have a brother. 399-75=324.



10. Today there is a 55% chance of rain, a 20% chance of lightning, and a 15% chance of lightning and rain together. Are the two events “rain today” and “lightning today” independent events? Justify your answer. If the events were independent then the probability of both happening would be 55%x20% or . 55 ∙ .2 which equals .11 or 11%. They said that it should be 15%, so the events must not independent. The events must be dependent.
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